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The Mindshare New Normal Tracker 2021 – Wave 3

This report contains data from Wave 1
w/c 8th March and Wave 12 w/c 28th July
and Wave 3 w/c 24th September 2021 for
the following markets:

Mindshare Worldwide team are committed to tracking the huge changes in consumer
behaviour across the world. On a quarterly basis we will follow countries as they
transition from Lockdown, to Release, to Reassess and finally to a new reality.

China, US, Germany, UK, Mexico, India,
Singapore, France, Spain, Italy, Canada

These learnings will allow each country to understand where they stand but, more
importantly, learn from those emerging what constitutes the New Normal.

SENTIMENT

1,000 sample per market per wave

There is a sustained rise in happiness as audiences see an end in sight. However, a look at how
individual countries are responding demonstrates that everyone will emerge differently. For some
it will lead to a new mindset, for some a change in habits, for others acceptance of the New
Normal but for others a longing for the old.
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Old Normal

Italy

New Mindset

Life needs to go back to
China
normal, even with covid
The only way to return to
normal life is by the
vaccine.
I am now looking for a
My mind has been reset
new job as my work
during the pandemic
priorities have shifted
Happiness lies in the little things
France
I am reflecting on what is
I have sufficient
Since restrictions eased and vaccines
important
knowledge to protect
rolled out my mental health has improved
myself from covid-19
I am more aware of the
More focused on my
impact on the
inner self.
Germany
environment.
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20%

Spain

15%

I've picked up a new habit that I would like
to keep

10%

During the pandemic I
have adopted new house
hold routines

5%
0%

UK

Canada

I expect more flexibility
around my work location

It is the responsibility of
the public to safely live
with covid
I have decided to change career

US
Mexico

Singapore

The pandemic has
changed the way I think
about my mental health

Not expecting my life to
ever go back to normal.

India

Getting used to spend more time on my own
Since restrictions are
easing, I am taking extra
measures with hygiene

Wave 1

Wave 2

New Habits

Wave 3

As Covid restrictions ease we see a gradual return to more normal seasonal shopping patterns. The summer saw
a rise in holiday bookings but now, as we head into autumn, there is a seasonal shift towards cleaning supplies
and OTC medicines as people begin spend more time together and inside once again. However, the pandemic
way of shopping is not shifting with online continuing to dominate the consumer journey.
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Cleaning supplies (including hand sanitizer)
Over the counter medicine
Entertainment (eg. Live events)
Clothes/fashion
Subscription service (eg. Disney+, Netflix etc.)
Snacks
Household appliances
Electric/Hybrid Cars
Personal electronics (fitbits, apple watches)
Luxury items (handbags, watches, fine jewellery etc.)
Diesel/FuelCars
Alcoholic Drinks
Furniture
Financial Services/Products
Food/groceries
Fast food meals
Personal care products
Petrol
Nappies & childcare products
Home décor
Soft drinks
Pet food
Holidays

I spend more time
researching
purchases than I
used to
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51%
When shopping I
plan more of my
purchases online
than I used to

Wave 1 Vs Wave 2

Wave 2 Vs Wave 3
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49%
Online
shopping is my
preferred way
of buying

Q: Thinking about the next month, which of the following items do
you think you will be spending on? % change Wave Vs Wave

MEDIA

New Normal

Q. How much do you agree with the following regarding
your lifestyle and attitudes (agree/strongly agree)?

Q. Since the Covid 19 outbreak, how do you feel?..

SHOPPING

I have permanently
relocated

B
U
Y

Q. How much do you agree with the following
statements about shopping? Agree/Strongly agree

As well as a permanent shift towards online shopping, the pandemic has accelerated the migration of media
consumption too. But even as countries open up and the media choices available become more traditional, its clear that
behaviour will not return to more-pandemic times.
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Going Online

“I think my media consumption has permanently
changed as a result of the pandemic”

Watching TV
Using Apps on your phone
Using social media

35%

81%

44%

57%

39%

45%

62%

47%

56%

64%

Listening to music
Streaming TV/Movies (eg.
Netflix, Disney + or…
Watching online videos
(excluding movies and…
Listening to radio
Reading newspapers
Reading books
Playing video games
Video calling family and
friends
Spend time outdoors (e.g.
hiking, biking)
Reading magazines
Listening to podcasts
Taking public transport
Shopping in physical
stores
Shopping online
Wave 1

Wave 2

Wave 3

Q. How often do you expect to do the following in the next
month? Everyday

78%

Q. How much do you
agree with the following
statements regarding
media?

If you would like find out more information, including deeper dives into each country, please contact Mindshare
Silvia Santos Shona.Pickersgill@mindshareworld.com. Victoria Cook Victoria.cook@mindshareworld.com.

